CHAPTER 3
The Family Tree—Its Fruit: Blue
Eyes or Brown
Hereditary Factors in Body Cells* We will continue this
study a little further, We have seen that in the chromosomes of
each body reil are all the factors that have come down from the
father and the mother-—one half from each parent. In every
complete set of chromosomes us they are found in the body cells
ami in the germ cells before their reduction division, there is a
KiW or Belies influencing every possible hereditary characteris-
tic. These j*t»nos are always in pairs—one of the pair from the
paternal side, one from the maternal. The genes of any pair may
he much alike or they may be very unlike. And it is with oppo-
site characteristics, of course, that it has been possible to make
the observations, Take, for example, a pair of genes that have to
do with height, 1 f the parents are both short, the evidence is that
tin* height genes m the body cells of their offspring will carry
shortness, and tlu»ir influence will be to make their offspring
short, Likewise, if both father and mother are tall, the height
genes in the body cells of their child will carry tallness, and the
child will tend to develop into a tall individual.
Dominant and Receive Characteristics, But if one of
the parents is tail and the other short, a child born of them may
curry in each tme of his body cells a pair of height genes—one of
which will have nn influence for tallness, the other an influence
for shortness. Tallness, we will say, is a positive, or dominant,
traitt and thus would have a stronger influence than shortness,
which is a negative, or rwessiw, trait. This being the case, the
child will tend to grow tall in spite of his short genes.
Or there may be paired with a gene for brownness of eye from
one side n gene for blueness of eye from the other; with the one
for natural strength of will there may be one for weakness; with
the* gt*w* carrying natural nerve poise, one carrying natural nerve
imbalance, and on through the countless unfathomable list. Ex-
periments on plants and animals go to show that so far as any
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